“A superb reference, *Wrightslaw: From Emotions To Advocacy* is very highly recommended reading for all parents of children who need special education services, and should be available in all community libraries . . . Filled with tips, tricks, and techniques and an immense wealth of resources, worksheets, forms, and sample letters to guide one’s written communication.”

– Midwest Book Review

“Wrightslaw: From Emotions to Advocacy will serve as your guide, whether you are new to IEPs or a seasoned pro. Information is presented in a clear and concise format. You will not want to skip a single page . . . this is the book you will pull out before every meeting. Pete and Pam Wright give families a clear roadmap to effective advocacy for their child. We award their work the Exceptional Parent Symbol of Excellence. – Exceptional Parent Magazine

“Wrightslaw: From Emotions to Advocacy provides many practical suggestions to help parents who suspect a learning problem and those who have been thwarted or helped by public schools. Every parent who wants services for a child with special needs can benefit from having this book as a reference.” – Perspectives, International Dyslexia Association

“This parent-friendly book is well-organized, easy to read, and easy to skim for that crucial piece of information. What a blessing to have this resource to call on for help. With *Wrightslaw: From Emotions to Advocacy*, parents have expert advice at their fingertips.” – Adoptive Families Magazine

“Read the chapters about tests and measurements and the chapter about SMART IEPs in *Wrightlaw: From Emotions to Advocacy* - this information is essential for parents and professionals.” – Hands and Voices Communicator

“In Wrightslaw: From Emotions to Advocacy, Pete and Pam Wright provide an abundance of well-organized and clearly presented information that teaches parents how to be effective advocates for children with disabilities.” – 2e: Twice-Exceptional Newsletter

“Whether you are beginning to advocate or an experienced advocate who needs a good reference, *Wrightlaw: From Emotions to Advocacy* provides a clear roadmap to effective advocacy. You learn how to plan, prepare, organize, and get quality special education services. – Developmental Disabilities Quarterly

“An invaluable, user-friendly resource for parents of children with disabilities! This book is packed with critical information, and provides clear, practical professional guidance that will empower parents with the necessary skills, tools and knowledge for successfully advocating in their child’s behalf.” – Sandra Rief, author of *How to Reach and Teach ADD/ADHD Children*
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_Wrights law: From Emotions to Advocacy – The Special Education Survival Guide_

“If I were asked to choose just one book to help me learn advocacy skills, this is it!” – Support for Families of Children with Disabilities Newsletter

_“Wrights law: From Emotions to Advocacy”_ is one of the best special education advocacy books available because it gives parents an action plan to follow. It will prepare parents not just for this year’s IEP, but for all the years ahead.” – First Signs, Inc.

_Wrights law: From Emotions to Advocacy_ is a wonderful resource that offers a wealth of insights on special education advocacy and will help parents - whether new or experienced advocates - in their quest to obtain better special education programs and services for their children. – Mothers from Hell

“Provides a roadmap for effective advocacy with hundreds of strategies, tips, references, warnings and resources to explore. Expect this book to be tabbed and dog-eared as it becomes an invaluable advocacy tool. – Tourette Syndrome Association

“Any lawyer seeking to expand his or her practice into special education law would be well-served by reading this work, and referring clients to it as well. The book offers a well-organized approach to a special education case, including learning about advocacy, creating a master plan, learning the rules, obstacles to success, resolving conflict, evaluations, tests and measurements, and developing a SMART IEP.” – NJ Lawyer

“In reading this book, you will experience an array of emotions - fear, sadness, anger, excitement, relief and hope. This book will guide you step by step - how to organize, plan and use your emotions to become an effective advocate for your child.” – The Nashville News

“Beautifully written, clear-cut . . .” – Linda Morrissey, parent and advocate

_“From Emotions to Advocacy”_ describes the steps for successful, effective advocacy. This book will help seasoned advocates and parents who are just beginning the advocacy journey.” – Melanie Allen, advocate and parent of two special needs children

“This is the bible of special education advocacy . . . like having a trusted, knowledgeable friend to help you every step of the way. _From Emotions to Advocacy_ shows you what to do so you do it right the first time!” – Darlene Trousdale, parent and advocate

“One of the most important how-to manuals ever written for navigating your way through special education and using the law to get a good education for your child . . . a goldmine of information! - Thom Hartmann, author, _Attention Deficit Disorder: A Different Perception – A Hunter in a Farmer’s World_